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A B S T R A C T

The paper presents the hierarchical approach to detect and identify faults in the analog system using combined
Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods. The automated diagnostic system has two levels of fault identification, based
on the unsupervised and supervised learning. The former is used in the initial stage to separate easily identifiable
states of the analyzed system from the difficult ones. The latter are identified with the more sophisticated
classifier. Because the difficulty of the fault identification is related with the existence of Ambiguity Groups, the
Unsupervised Learning scheme is employed to detect them and decompose training data set into subsets, on
which two stages of classifiers are trained. The first set (considered “simple”) is processed by the simpler ma-
chine learning algorithm. The second set is used to train the more complex classifier (operating in the un-
certainty conditions). The proposed scheme is generic, therefore various algorithms can be implemented. In the
presented case, the Self Organizing Map (SOM) is used in the first stage, while Random Forest (RF) – in the
second one. To verify the approach, the 3rd order Bessel highpass filter was analyzed. The architecture was
confronted against the traditional approach (where the standalone classifiers are employed). Results confirm
usefulness of the proposed solution, regarding the higher classification accuracy and smaller computational
effort than its alternatives.

1. Introduction

Modern diagnostics of analog systems relies on data-driven
methods, aimed at maximizing quality of knowledge extracted from
available sets during the machine learning process. The Simulation
Before Test (SBT) approach is typically used during the analysis of
devices such as motors, actuators or circuits. This methodology exploits
the extensive System Under Test (SUT) model simulations performed in
the off-line mode, where the fault classification or parameter identifi-
cation module is trained to gain knowledge about the SUT behavior for
various faults. This knowledge is further used to detect, identify and
locate faults in the actual SUT, based on the information extracted from
accessible or partially accessible nodes [1]. The diagnostic operation
may be performed on-line (when the SUT is working) or off-line (after
disengaging it from the operating environment – so excitation signals
can be applied to inputs of the SUT). The ability to determine work
regime of the analyzed object based on the observable signals is related
to its testability [2]. SUT responses bear the information about values of
particular parameters. These symptoms are extracted from measured
signals. Two aspects influence testability and must be studied for each
SUT separately: informativeness of available symptoms and the set of
accessible nodes. The former depends on the domain of analysis (time,

frequency or mixed) and descriptors calculated from signals (such as
dynamic range, spectral components, and wavelet coefficients). The
optimal set of nodes contains their minimal number ensuring the
maximum diagnostic accuracy.

Solving both problems are crucial for implementing data-driven
approaches, as they influence the process of creating the training,
testing and validating data sets, further used by machine learning al-
gorithms. Quality of data determines further accuracy, therefore it must
be measured during simulations to evaluate the difficulty of the clas-
sification or regression task for the specific SUT. Ambiguity Groups
(AG) are well established measure of determining difficulty of the di-
agnostic procedure or complexity of the system. Their detection allows
for identifying fault states similar to each other and therefore difficult
to distinguish. Before implementation of the particular AI-based
method to extract knowledge about relations between the observed
symptoms and actual values of SUT parameters, AG detection should be
performed.

Computational intelligence is often used to monitor the SUT because
of its high accuracy (evaluated as the number of errors made by the
fault classifier operating on the testing data set) or autonomous work
regime. Among numerous methods available, the most important are
the ones supplemented with machine learning algorithms (unlike Fuzzy
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Logic [3], which requires external algorithm for that). This way
knowledge is inherently extracted and can be used in diagnostics. The
main differences between various approaches lie in the form of stored
knowledge (for Artificial Neural Networks – ANN it takes the form of
the matrix of real numbers, while rule-based approaches rely on rules).

In the traditional approach to the AI-based automated diagnostics,
supervised learning is used to train classifier or regression machines. In
such a case, the relation between symptoms and fault states presented
in the data set is used to guide the training phase of the algorithm.
Methods often used in diagnostics include rule-based systems (such as
decision trees), statistical methods (including Naïve Bayes Classifier) or
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), such as Multi-Layer Perceptron [4]
or Radial Basis Function network [5]. These approaches are easily im-
plemented, they are fast and have acceptable accuracy for many SUTs
of simpler structure.

The presence of AG in the set deteriorates the quality of knowledge
extracted from it. Therefore they must be first detected to isolate SUT
states, which are difficult to distinguish. For this purpose, the
Unsupervised Learning (UL) determines similarities in the set based
only on the values of symptoms, disregarding the information about
SUT states. After finding such “difficult” examples, more sophisticated
approaches, working in the uncertainty conditions, are implemented.
These include Random Forest (RF) [6], Fuzzy Neural Networks [7] or
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [8]. Such methods are considered more
useful during the analysis of difficult data, minimizing diagnostic er-
rors. If the data set is considered difficult such a sophisticated approach
should be used.

The paper presents the novel hierarchical diagnostic scheme based
on both unsupervised and supervised learning. The former is used to
find relations in the learning data set and find AG, which are the basis
to create “simple” and “difficult” subsets, further exploited by the se-
lected fault classifiers for the training. The diagnostic process is two-
staged. In the first one, the vector of symptoms extracted from SUT
responses is categorized as simple or difficult to process. Based on this
information, the selected classifier is used to make a decision about the
SUT state. To confirm usefulness of the approach, the highpass filter
was analyzed. Parametric faults were considered here (i.e. related with
gradual deviations of parameters from their nominal values, while the
topology of the system remains intact).

The aims of the paper are as follows:

• Introduce the novel diagnostic approach, decomposing learning data
sets into groups of examples easily distinguishable and difficult for
the classifier, individually adjusted for the specific subset of faults.

• Compare effectiveness of the proposed approach against the tradi-
tional diagnostic methods, where the single classifier is trained on
the whole available data set.

• Verify accuracy of the specific classifiers and UL method for the
defined task.

The paper structure is as follows. In Section 2 the diagnostic ar-
chitecture is presented. Section 3 presents works related to the pre-
sented solution. In Section 4 the data set used for training and testing

the scheme is described. Section 5 presents unsupervised and su-
pervised learning classifiers implemented in the research. In Section 6
the analyzed SUT (the analog highpass filter) is introduced. Section 7
contains experimental results, comparing effectiveness of various clas-
sifier configurations, also with the traditional diagnostic methods.
Section 8 concludes the paper with the summary about the effectiveness
of the approach.

2. Hierarchical AI-based diagnostics scheme

In the data-driven approaches, the crucial part of the system is
knowledge extracted from the learning data set L during the classifier
construction. The content of the set implies accuracy of the diagnostic
module. If all faults occurring in the SUT are considered, the diagnostic
module should be able to generalize, i.e. correctly detect problems re-
lated to particular deviations of parameters, which were not presented
during the training. Verification of the classifier accuracy is performed
using the testing set T, of the same form as L, but containing different
fault cases. Traditionally, this pair of sets is used to optimize the clas-
sifier, trained on L and tested on T. The latter has the same purpose in
the presented work, while the former is decomposed during the
training, as is presented in the following subsections.

2.1. Diagnostic architecture

The proposed automated diagnostic scheme using AI methods
(originally introduced in [9]) is presented in Fig. 1. It is assumed that
intelligent classifiers were already trained on the available sets and the
tested SUT’s state is represented by the features vector eT, containing
symptoms extracted from the measured signals. First, the introductory
classification is performed. Its task is to make a binary decision, i.e.
determine, which of the two available classifiers should be used to
process the vector. As the result, the selected classifier is executed and
its outcome returned as the diagnostic decision. Each classifier is
trained on the separate data set, created after decomposing the original
set L into subsets L1 and L2, containing simpler and more difficult ex-
amples for processing, respectively. Each example in L is the vector of
symptoms supplemented by the fault code, describing the SUT’s state. If
the introductory classification module evaluates the vector as the
simple one, the basic classifier, trained on L1 is used. It is fast, its
knowledge relatively compact and memory efficient. Examples of such
methods include the Decision Tree (DT) [10] or Naïve Bayes Classifier
[11]. The more sophisticated module is able to consider fault states
difficult to diagnose. They are affected, for instance, by the limited
sensitivity of the SUT to changes of parameters’ values, or existence of
AG. The module must also be able to work in the uncertainty conditions
(such as the presence of noise). Such methods include SVM, RF or Fuzzy
Logic. They can be used as the auxiliary classifier, ensuring the higher
accuracy in identification of hardly distinguishable SUT states.

The decomposition of the data set L into subsets for training the
simple and sophisticated classifier is performed based on the UL (pro-
cessing only symptoms from L and disregarding the corresponding fault
codes). It is used to detect AG [12] among examples, identified thanks

Fig. 1. Architecture of the hierarchical AI-based di-
agnostic scheme.
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to the comparison between features in subsequent vectors. The data
processing presented in Fig. 2 allows for separating the original data
into two classification problems, which can be solved separately. Ex-
amples categorized as belonging to AG are considered difficult form the
set L2 and will be used to train the complex classifier. All others belong
to the set L1, which is processed by the machine learning algorithm of
the simpler classifier.

2.2. Training data partitioning for the hierarchical diagnostic architecture

The key operation in the scheme (Fig. 2) is the AG detection [12].
This operation exploits the UL (data clustering) and can be easily ex-
tended to separate examples into L1 and L2. First, features vectors from
L, which are considered similar (in terms of the symptoms-based dis-
tance, defined according to the selected clustering method) are identi-
fied. Next, fault categories of such similar examples are checked. If the
cluster contains examples with various fault codes, it is the AG and all
vectors belonging to it are potentially difficult to distinguish.

The similarity measure and the threshold below which examples are
considered similar are important parameters of the approach. In the
analysis of numerical data, the most common are Euclidean, Chebyshev
or Manhattan distances. Also, configuration of the selected clustering
method influences the process of grouping examples. Among various
possible approaches Self-Organizing Map [13], graph clustering or rule-
based system (such as Cluster/2) can be used. Recently, Ant colony
clustering [14] was also proposed.

The UL method is able not only to decompose L into L1 and L2, but
also be trained to classify the simpler examples (belonging to L1). This
way the scheme from Fig. 2a is simplified to the form of Fig. 2b. After
detecting AG and placing them in L2, remaining examples are form the
unambiguous set. They are identified by the UL-based classifier using
knowledge extracted during the training. Therefore, the introductory
classification from Fig. 1 is combined with the L1-based knowledge
classification into one algorithm. In this case instead of the binary de-
cision, a multi-valued one is made. Among detectable fault codes, the
UL classifier will also have the additional “unknown” category, trig-
gering the sophisticated classifier.

3. Related works

This section contains the review of the state-of-the-art in the hier-
archical diagnostics and applications of unsupervised approaches to

detect and locate faults in analog systems. Hierarchical diagnostics is
applied to reach one of two goals. The first one is the need to detect,
locate and identify faults in complex systems, where the single data
processing module is not enough (for instance, because of the dis-
tributed nature of the analyzed system). If the monitored object consists
of multiple devices, each being the possible fault source, the multiple-
layered scheme is aimed at determining, which element is faulty. Next,
its actual state is determined, based on the detailed analysis of the
generated responses. Alternatively, the system may be decomposed into
subsystems, each consisting of a number of elements. In the first step
the faulty subsystem is identified. Next, the problem inside it is located.
The early example of such approach is the analog circuit diagnostics
[15], where the dictionary-based method based on the diagnostic test
generator was used. The decision support is delivered by the software,
decomposed into the detailed and supervisory parts, operated from the
top level. Each analyzed part requires a separated data acquisition
hardware or set of sensors. Examples of such solutions include HVAC
[16] or avionics [17] systems. This structure does not necessarily in-
corporate AI-based methods, but in most cases ANN, rule-based and
probabilistic approaches are used.

The second implementation of the hierarchical structure refers to
the diagnostic module itself. It is used because of the difficulty of the
SUT, or uncertainty conditions, such as noise. Here the diagnostic
process is decomposed into two stages: fault detection and fault loca-
tion and identification (alternatively, the first step may cover the fault
detection and location [18]). Such structures are proposed in hope of
increasing the accuracy of the diagnostic module, compared to the
traditional applications of the single AI algorithm responsible for all
aims. AI-based methods are widely used, often supported by data pre-
processing algorithms such as PCA [19]. The same algorithm is usually
applied in both stages. For instance, two ANNs are implemented for
both fault detection and identification [18]. Their architectures (espe-
cially the number of output neurons) depend on the specific tasks. This
approach is also applied in the model-based diagnostics [20] to analyze
the Tennessee Eastman Plant. Here the first ANN is confronted against
the monitored system, which leads to the residual signals generation.
This triggers (in the case of the fault detection), a detailed ANN-based
classifier. Similarly, two Hidden Markov Models can be used on the
higher and lower level during the state estimation of the drilling
equipment [21]. In [22] multiple PCA modules are used to identify the
faulty turbine in the wind farm.

Most of AI-based approaches used in diagnostics are supervised,

Fig. 2. Knowledge extraction for the hierarchical diagnostic scheme.
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which includes probabilistic approaches [21], rule-based [16,23] and
ANN [16]. For some time there has been the increased interest in the UL
algorithms, where dependencies in data are found disregarding the
actual SUT state (which typically is the part of the data set). There are
three recorded applications of UL: clustering data to determine the
nominal state, label (i.e. define) vectors of features for specific faults,
and prepare learning data for the supervised learning (in the hybrid
approach). In the first scheme it is assumed that most measurements
obtained from the SUT refer to its nominal operation and can be ana-
lyzed to form groups. During monitoring of the actual system, the UL
method operates to find outliers, i.e. vectors of features significantly
different from the clusters describing the nominal state. It allows for the
fault detection, without defining its actual source. This method is
especially useful for detecting parametric faults, gradually manifesting
in measured responses with time. The additional module (such as Fuzzy
Rule-Based Classifier [24]) may subsequently be used to identify the
fault. Applications include analyses of industrial systems (such as gas
turbines [25], drilling kriging operation [26], gearbox [27], induction
motor [28] or industrial plant [24]). In these projects SOM, k-means
and c-means clustering were used [25,27,29].

The second approach assumes training data are unambiguous, i.e.
features vectors may be easily grouped into the distinct number of
states (further be labeled by the designer). This is the way to create the
simple fault classifier (sometimes more efficient than its supervised
learning counterpart [30]). Such approach was used to analyze the
sheet metal stamping process [31].

Finally, the UL may be applied as the first step to analyze the un-
labeled data, which is next used to extract knowledge during the su-
pervised learning. The example of such an approach is the diagnostics
of the O-ring assembly machine [32], where the Adaptive Resonance
Theory ANN is used to discover fault categories for the rule-based
system. Similarly, the robotic system [33] is diagnosed by the combi-
nation of Local Outlier Fault Detector and decision tree.

Presented approaches and architectures show the interest in hier-
archical diagnostic approaches exploiting the unsupervised and su-
pervised learning. They aim at increasing the accuracy of the fault
detection and identification. Existing frameworks do not consider ex-
istence of AG and may fail in the most difficult problems. The archi-
tecture proposed in this paper is aimed at overcoming these limitations.

4. Data set description

Data-driven approaches extract knowledge from data sets having
the structure of the table with n examples e, each represented by m
features {f1, …, fm}. The additional element is the fault category c(e)
assigned by the designer, knowing the current state of the SUT. As
before [23], it is the code determining the identifier of the parameter
that is responsible for the changes in the SUT’s behavior, and the de-
viation of its actual value from the nominal one. The exception is the
value “0″, indicating the fault-free system. Otherwise the code presents
the intensity of the parameter change. It can take the form of “21”,
which means that the second parameter has the value greater than the
nominal, while “−32” means the third parameter has the value much
smaller than the nominal. Such a definition of the fault code not only
allows for the intuitive description of the actual SUT states, but also
enables the additional analysis of faults varying only in the intensity,
such as “12” and “11”. They describe the same parameter with identical
direction of changes, but with different deviations from the nominal
value. Failure in distinguishing between these two categories is not as
problematic as the incorrect identification of the parameter. It may
indicate low sensitivity of the SUT on the changes in this parameter.
The codes are assigned according to the actual value of the parameter
provided that observable changes in the SUT’s behavior at the output
node are greater than ρ = 10% of the ideal responses fi,nom (i.e. the
envelope created around the nominal output signal). Border values of
each symptom fi are fi,min and fi,max (where i is the index of the symptom

acquired from the output node response).

= − =f f f·(1 0.1) 0.9·i min i nom i nom, , , (1a)

= + =f f f·(1 0.1) 1.1·i max i nom i max, , , (1b)

The threshold ρ was selected arbitrarily to represent the require-
ment of the acceptable filter behavior (depending on the circuit’s ap-
plication). If all symptoms fall within the envelope, even though having
non-ideal values, the SUT state is still considered nominal (all examples
consisting of such symptoms are labeled with the code “0”). This allows
for considering tolerances and noise in the SUT operation. Otherwise,
all changes are treated as faults and obtain various codes. The differ-
ence between similar states like “greater than” or “much greater than”
depends on the designer’s choice. Such fault codes are then assigned to
examples obtained for the values of parameters beyond the tolerance
margins, but with deviations not greater than 50% of nominal value. On
the other hand, the values above 50% of the nominal ones are treated as
“much greater” or “much smaller” (depending on the direction of
changes). The range of deviations for all SUT parameters included in L
and T sets was up to 70% of the nominal value in both directions,
analogously to (1):

∈ − +p p p{ ·(1 0.7); ·(1 0.7)}i i nom i nom, , (2)

For instance, for R1 from the circuit presented in Section 6, it is
between 0.63 and 3.5 kΩ. The actual values of parameters were also
modified by the tolerances (see Section 6) and noise. This way two
examples generated for the same parameter’s value consist different
values of symptoms. The number of codes for each parameter depends
on the desired resolution of the diagnostic system (here there are four
fault categories for each parameter, two in the positive and two in the
negative direction). Cardinality of L and T may be the same (as is in the
presented project); alternatively the cross-validation may be used to
partition data.

The main problem in the correct fault identification is that different
changes in SUT parameters manifest similarly in the responses, making
such examples hardly distinguishable. Although there are multiple
methods of eliminating AG (such as increasing the number of accessible
nodes or features) [2], they are rarely eliminated completely, requiring
time-consuming analysis of the SUT behavior. The general requirement
to determine the AG is to autonomously find similar (i.e. with distance d
below the threshold θ) examples from L belonging to different fault
categories:

− ⩽ ≠e e e ed d θ c c| ( ) ( )| : ( ) ( )i j i j (3)

In [12] the Self-Organizing Map was used for this purpose. Here its
application is extended to the role of the UL module, decomposing the
training set L into L1 and L2. Also, during the classification of the actual
SUT, it works as the introductory classifier (Fig. 1) determining if the
vector of symptoms should be processed by the simpler or the more
sophisticated classifier. The SOM may also be used as the former
(Fig. 2b). Accuracy (having real values between 0 and 1) of the hier-
archical classification module trained on the set L and tested on T is
measured as:

= +

=
∈ = + ∈ =e e e e e e

acc α acc β acc
T c h T c h

T

· ·
| : ( ) ( )| | : ( ) ( )|

| |

int det

int det
(4)

where |T| is the cardinality of the testing set, accint and accdet stand for
introductory and detailed classification accuracies (weighted by α and β
depending on the number of examples from T classified by both algo-
rithms), respectively. The actual category of the example c(e) is com-
pared to the decision (hypothesis) of the particular classifier about this
example, hint(e) or hdet(e), respectively.
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5. Description of the implemented classifiers

This section introduces two classification methods (DT and RF) and
the UL module (SOM) used in the presented hierarchical diagnostic
system. Their application is illustrated in Fig. 3. The SOM is used to
determine, which specialized fault classifier should be used for the
specified vector of symptoms. The result is the diagnostic decision di,
which can be confronted against the actual SUT state, represented by
the fault code ci in the set T. Combining the ANN with rule-based
classifiers allows for determining if different forms of knowledge ex-
tracted from the diagnostic data are compatible. The diagnostic system
was implemented in Matlab environment.

The proposed architecture is generic enough to exploit various al-
gorithms. Methods selected for verification proved their usefulness in
the diagnostic task: SOM for the AG detection [12], DT and RF for the
fault detection and identification [6]. They are proper representatives
of supervised and unsupervised learning methods. SOM structure is
easy to adjust to the particular data set. DT is fast and memory efficient,
therefore applicable in the classification of simpler SUTs. Finally, RF
considers uncertainty conditions (such as AG or measurement noise),
therefore is (next to SVM) the most popular sophisticated classifier. It is
assumed here that the accuracy of the architecture will be the same
when alternatives for presented classifiers are used. This must be con-
firmed by the future experiments.

5.1. Self-organizing map

This is the one-layered unsupervised learning neural network
(Fig. 4) with wide range of applications [34,35]. Computational units
(neurons) are located in the plane – each potentially representing a
separate category. The data set L (without the fault codes) is provided
to the input of the network, therefore its number of inputs is equal to
the number of features m in the example. Sequentially, neurons are
taught to react stronger to the specific examples, specializing in de-
tecting them. The result of training is the set of adjusted units, each
representing the newly created category.

The AG detection consists in identifying fault codes of all examples
detected by the same neuron. If different codes are found, such ex-
amples are difficult to distinguish from each other. The SOM, according
to Fig. 2 may operate as the introductory classifier and the integrated
module, performing the introductory classification and fault identifi-
cation based on the set L1. In the first application computational units

are grouped during the training process into three categories:

• N1, detecting examples belonging to only one category, therefore
not being part of the AG. Such neurons are labeled by the category
identifier “1”. All examples detected by them are added to the set L1.
They will be used to train the simpler auxiliary classifier.

• N2, detecting examples from L belonging to multiple categories and
therefore being the part of the AG. This neuron is labeled as “−1”,
indicating that the sophisticated auxiliary classifier will make the
identification. All examples detected by it are added to the set L2.

• N3 (dead ones), not reacting to any examples from the set L. Such a
neuron is labeled as “−Inf”, which means it should never be active
during the fault identification process.

The above outcome is used to decompose the set L into two subsets,
utilized during the training of the simple and complex classifier. Also,
SOM is trained to distinguish two groups of examples. This way it can
be used as the introductory data processing module, triggering one of
the auxiliary fault classifiers.

This SOM application requires from the network not only to de-
compose the set L into subsets, but also operate as the fault classifier
trained on the set L1. Neurons are grouped during the training into
three types:

• N1 react to examples not belonging to the AG. Such neurons are
labeled by the proper fault codes (such as “12”, “−31”, etc.) and
examples detected by them are added to the set L1.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the hierarchical diagnostic architecture implementation using selected classifiers: with separate detailed classifiers (a) and with SOM operating as the L1-based classifier
(b).

Fig. 4. SOM architecture.
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• N2, react to examples belonging to multiple categories and being the
part of the AG. They are labeled again as “−1”, triggering the so-
phisticated fault identifier. Examples detected by them are added to
the set L2.

• N3 are, as before, dead and should not take part in the classification.

Depending on the training scheme, SOM is then used only as the
introductory classifier (Fig. 3a) or both the introductory and the L1-
based classifier (Fig. 3b). Examples from the set T (and, subsequently,
vectors from the actual system) are processed by the SOM. Three pos-
sible outcomes of the analysis are possible:

1. If the processed example from the set T is identified by the neuron
pointing unanimously at the fault code, the SOM either triggers the
simpler, L1-based classifier (DT), or returns the fault code (Fig. 3b).

2. If the example is identified by the neuron labeled as the AG, the
auxiliary, L2-based classifier is used to produce the fault category.

3. The undesired outcome is the activation of the dead neuron, not
representing any category. In such a case, the example should also
be processed by the detailed classifier. Experiments showed that
accuracy for such examples is low, therefore the number of such
situations should be minimized, by adjusting the network topology.

Parameters of SOM to determine (as they influence the extracted
knowledge), include the number of neurons in the network (related to
the percentage of dead units) and the learning strategy (Winner Takes
Most –WTM, against the Winner Takes All - WTA). Too small number of
neurons leads to the limited number of large AG, while inserting too
many computational units causes the excessive amount of dead neurons
(though AG are smaller). Implementation of the WTM strategy with the
conscience mechanism (CWTM, which provides similar results to the
neural gas algorithm) in the presented work minimizes this effect, be-
cause the larger number of neurons is trained. The minimum number of
computational units is determined by the number of fault categories in
L.

5.2. Decision tree

This is the well-established rule-based supervised learning classifier.
Initially used to process discrete data [10], it can be easily adjusted to
process continuous symptoms from the SUT. Advantages of the DT in-
clude the efficient memory usage, simple training algorithms and fast
operation. As in all rule-based approaches (unlike in ANN), the rea-
soning process may be monitored by human. Drawbacks include po-
tentially low accuracy in the uncertain data processing. The DT it is
expected to perform worse compared to more sophisticated approaches
(such as RF or SVM) if noise or AG are present. Therefore they were
used in the presented work to process data considered by the SOM as
“simpler”. Thus DT is trained on the set L1.

5.3. Random forest

This is one of the supervised learning classifiers working well in the
uncertainty conditions [36]. The RF is a good choice for identifying
hardly distinguishable faults. Advantages over the SVM include legible
knowledge and simpler configuration. On the other hand, Fuzzy Logic,
having comparable characteristics, does not have the machine learning
module implemented. The RF classifier is trained on the set L2, sepa-
rated from the original set L by the SOM. The structure of the forest
covers the set of DT. Components of the RF are non-optimal trees,
which may perform worse separately, but are highly effective when
combined. All trees are generated on the same set L2.

Application of the RF to the diagnostics consists in checking the
examples by all trees. Their separate outcomes are combined into the
single result h by the voting mechanism. Here the majority voting is
used. Tested parameters of the RF are the number of trees and the size

of the candidates’ list.

6. SUT description

The Bessel highpass filter (Fig. 5) of the third order was used as the
testing example. It is the relatively simple circuit, still present in the
specific applications (such as audio processing or telecommunications).

The diagnosed parameters are resistances and capacitances, with
the nominal values: R1= 2.1 kΩ, R2 = 1.65 kΩ, R3 = 3.16 kΩ, C1 = C2

= C3 = 100 nF. These parameters were indexed sequentially, i.e. re-
sistances were labeled as 1, 2 and 3, while capacitances – as 4, 5 and 6.
The circuit was simulated in the Simulink environment (including the
models of operational amplifiers, which were implemented as equiva-
lent circuits with controlled voltage sources). Tolerances of elements
were introduced to make the case more realistic. Their three levels were
considered, leading to models of “cheap”, “moderate” and “expensive”
circuits (further referenced as SUT1, SUT2 and SUT3, respectively).
Random values (with uniform distribution) affecting the SUT para-
meters were 5%, 10% and 20%, respectively, which are actual toler-
ances of resistances and capacitors. It was expected that the more ex-
pensive SUTs are easier to diagnose (because of the smaller spread of
parameter values). The frequency response of the filter is in Fig. 6, with
the magnitude being Uout/Uin. The system was analyzed in the time
domain (which is faster to use than the frequency domain). It was ex-
cited with the sinusoidal signal of the frequency f = 1 kHz, which fa-
cilitates detecting any changes in the SUT behavior after modifying
values of subsequent parameters.

Each example consisted of 36 symptoms, being the first three
maximum and minimum values of the sinusoidal response measured at
nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Fig. 5), as well as the first three time instances of
zero crossings. This result in 9 symptoms collected at each node.

7. Experimental results

The aim of experiments was to determine usefulness of the proposed
architecture and determine, for which parameters the highest accuracy
is obtained. The AG isolation plays the major part in the architecture
implementation, determining the influence of L1- and L2-based

Fig. 5. Scheme of the 3rd order Bessel filter.

Fig. 6. Filter’s frequency response.
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classifiers on the overall accuracy. The number and cardinality of AG
depends on the size of SOM. The detailed fault identification methods
are also adjusted to the problem, therefore optimal combination of their
parameters must be determined. The following section presents results
of experiments conducted with the proposed architecture. These in-
cluded:

• influence of the SOM structure on the number and content of AG

• comparison between two implemented architectures (depicted in
Fig. 3), including or not DT as the L1-based classifier.

• influence of the RF configuration (the number of trees) on the
overall diagnostic accuracy

• comparison between the proposed architecture and standalone
classifiers

• determining influence of the tolerance of the circuit elements on the
ability to distinguish faults by the architecture.

Evaluated measures include the training ttr and testing tte times of
classifiers (i.e. processing the training and testing sets), and their ac-
curacies (4). All computations were performed on the personal com-
puter with Windows 10 operating system, Intel Core i7 2.8 GHz (four
physical cores) processor and 16 GB of RAM.

7.1. Dependence between the SOM size and the AG structure

To simplify experiments, the square shape of the network was se-
lected. The tested number of neurons was equal to k2, with k being the
number of neurons in the row of the SOM plain. During the preliminary
analysis it turned out that the rectangular shape does not influence the
diagnostic accuracy. Results of the ANN training for different network
sizes k in SUT2 (with medium elements’ tolerances) are in Table 1.
Because knowledge stored by the SOM is stochastic (depending on the
initial weights, randomly selected before the training), presented values
were averaged after ten trials of the training/testing cycle. Symbols
used in the table represent the size of sets for both classifiers |L1| and
|L2|, the number of ambiguity groups |AG|, the training time and the
number of dead neurons taking part in the fault identification ndn (i.e.
having the strongest response to any of examples from the set T despite
the fact they were not specialized in any category during the training).
Performance of the SOM is evaluated as the introductory classification
accuracy accint – see (4).

Results for circuits SUT2 and SUT3 are comparable, showing that
increasing the number of neurons leads to increasing size of the set L1
(used to train SOM or DT, depending on the selected architecture). This
makes the L1-based classifier more significant, decreasing the im-
portance of the complex classifier. The larger number of neurons de-
creases the number of AG. This is because more computational units
specialize in detecting the single example from L. On the other hand, for
smaller SOMs the number of examples classified by dead neurons is
minimal (for instance, for the 6×6 network it is not greater than one).
The accuracy of the trained network working as the L1-based classifier
(evaluated on the set T) is in all cases around 80%. The training time of
the SOM (much below 1ms) is negligible compared to the detailed
classifier.

The number of dead neurons taking part in the fault identification
process also increases for larger networks. This is because the higher

number of neurons is trained to respond to the specific examples.
Therefore the chance that such a neuron will have the strongest re-
sponse to the example from T is high.

Contents of the ambiguity groups in most cases are as follows: {12,
42}, {11, 41}, {21, 51}, {22, −51}, {−31, −52}, {−11, −41}, {−12,
−42}. Additionally, there are AG related with the minor mistakes by
the classifier: {−21, −22} and {61, 62}. They are the result of the
correct fault location, but incorrect identification. During the overall
accuracy calculation such mistakes should have smaller weights, as
these errors are not the actual problem for the diagnostic procedure.
The main challenges for the architecture are related with distinguishing
between the resistor R1 and capacitor C1, and resistor R2 and capacitor
C2. Analysis of the L2-based classifier’s accuracy shows indeed these are
the biggest problems for the RF.

Fig. 7 presents the influence of the SOM size on the diagnostic ac-
curacy of the simpler architecture during the SUT2 circuit analysis. Here
partial accuracies (of both classifiers trained on the L1 and L2 sets) as
well as the overall one are included. The greatest accuracy is achieved
for the smallest network. Results for more complex circuits and for the
architecture including DT are analogical (though the accuracy is lower,
see Section 7.4). The SOM performance is always higher than the RF, as
it classifies only faults previously considered to be simple. Because the
number of neurons is smaller, their greater fraction groups examples
belonging to different categories. Therefore the set L1 is smaller than L2.
This is desired behavior, as SOM is not suited to identify difficult faults
and should focus only on the simplest ones. Therefore with the increase
of the SOM size, the accuracy of both classifiers decreases. Also, the
increasing accuracy of RF is coupled with the decreasing overall ac-
curacy because of the growing number of examples classified in the first
stage by the dead neurons in SOM. These are considered the most dif-
ficult to analyze and are usually processed with poor outcomes by the
RF.

The presented results depend on the specific SUT, although some
features of the architecture are general. The SOM size should be se-
lected according to the number of examples in the set L and the number
of fault codes c to distinguish:

< <c k L| | | |2 (5)

The optimal number of neurons is reciprocal to the complexity of
the SUT: the greater number of similar examples belonging to different
fault categories, the smaller size of the SOM is required to detect them
(as less neurons is required to group them into AG). From the presented
experiments the following relation can be proposed: =k c1.25·| |2 . It
should be however confirmed with other objects.

7.2. Comparison between the applied architectures

The described scheme in Section 2 (Fig. 2) leaves the choice of in-
troducing the DT as the simple data set classifier, instead of SOM. This
increases the complexity of the implementation, but potentially leads to

Table 1
Results of the SOM generation.

k |L1| |L2| |AG| accint ttr [ms] |ndn|

6 24 78 22 0.85 0.19 4
7 36 66 20 0.85 0.29 9
8 56 46 17 0.81 0.37 10
9 58 44 16 0.785 0.49 16

Fig. 7. Performance of the simpler diagnostic architecture (Fig. 3b) for various SOM di-
mensions.
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the higher accuracy. Table 2 contains average results of comparing two
architectures used to analyze the same SUT2 as was presented before.
Here accSOM stands for the accuracy of the SOM-based classifier (used to
identify faults considered simpler), accRF is the accuracy of the RF, accDT
is the accuracy of the DT operating as the L1-based classifier and accovr
is the overall accuracy (considering partial accuracies of both applied
classifiers, including the fault detection for examples pointed by the
dead neurons). The best outcomes are represented by the bold font.
Note that the accuracy of SOM-based classifier decreases with its size.
This is because of the larger number of units in the network, they be-
come more specialized with the single examples. This way their neurons
are labeled with the specific fault category, although for smaller SOMs
such examples would be the part of AG. Such units are of lesser use-
fulness to the classification and degrade the SOM accuracy. Also, thanks
to CWTM algorithm almost all neurons are trained, but many of them
eventually do not obtain any fault code (the “Inf” category in Fig. 3).
Such neurons also degrade the SOM classification accuracy.

Introducing DT allowed for obtaining at least the same and some-
times better results than for the SOM operating as the L1-based classi-
fier, though differences are below 5 percent. The DT tackles simple
examples more efficiently, reaching up to 90 percent in the best cases
(though the overall accuracy is degraded by the analysis of difficult
examples by RF). The advantage of the complex architecture is visible
after examining the best diagnostic results obtained after a series of
training/testing cycles (Table 3).

The additional computational effort in the complex architecture is
related with the tree generation and usage. Training and testing times
of both architectures differ only in the additional DT generation and
classification duration. Because DT is efficient computationally, it can
be used in the on-line diagnostics in the sophisticated architecture.
Average computation times for both architectures during training and
testing are in Table 4. Differences in the time required to complete the
tasks is negligible.

7.3. Influence of the RF configuration one the diagnostic quality

The RF was used as the detailed classifier to identify faults re-
presented by examples initially detected by neurons belonging to ca-
tegories N2 or N3. Each time RF was trained on the set L2, which content
changes, depending on the SOM training. The main parameter here is
the number of trees influencing the diagnostic outcomes, especially
when voting is not unanimous. Example of the RF performance for the
circuit SUT2 is presented in Fig. 8. Here the acc (4) and accdet measures
are shown for the constant value of accint. Diagnostic quality of the RF is

lower than of the SOM (see Table 1), because the set of examples to
process is more difficult. In most cases the optimal number of trees
(ensuring the highest accuracy with their smallest number) is between
11 and 13. The higher number gives no improvement, but increases ttr
and tte. Considering minor mistakes of the diagnostic module (i.e. the
proper location of the fault, but its incorrect identification) by giving
0.5 of the point for such a situation, leads to accuracy increase at about
1 percent for each classifier.

The time of training and testing the RF classifier (Fig. 9) depends on
the number of trees and the size of the set L2, which contains various
number of examples and fault codes. In all cases the dependence be-
tween the number of trees and ttr or tte is linear. The overall operation
time for the whole hierarchical module is mostly influenced by the RF,
as the duration of SOM is 10 to 100 times shorter.

7.4. Influence of SUT tolerances on the diagnostic accuracy

Introducing greater tolerances to the SUT elements decreases the
price of the circuit, but imposes a threat of more difficult examples to
identify, as more faults may form AG. Comparison for all three systems
was performed using both versions of the architecture. Results show
minor influence of the circuit difficulty on the overall accuracy.
Although for larger SOMs there is the deterioration in the fault iden-
tification, the optimal network structure is resilient to such changes.
The worse performance of the L1-based classifier is compensated by the

Table 2
Comparison of architecture configurations for SUT2 (average results).

Simple architecture Complex architecture

k accSOM accRF accovr accDT accRF accovr

6 0.820 0.677 0.713 0.730 0.711 0.708
7 0.819 0.664 0.709 0.747 0.723 0.700
8 0.805 0.689 0.676 0.776 0.714 0.666
9 0.772 0.724 0.645 0.818 0.671 0.643

Table 3
Comparison of architecture configurations for SUT2 (the best results).

Simple architecture Complex architecture

k accSOM accRF accovr accDT accRF accovr

6 0.880 0.733 0.755 0.795 0.770 0.765
7 0.790 0.695 0.735 0.757 0.721 0.706
8 0.805 0.689 0.676 0.773 0.756 0.706
9 0.777 0.704 0.666 0.816 0.666 0.657

Table 4
Training and testing durations of both architectures for SUT2 (RF containing 11 trees).

Architecture Simple Complex

Process tSOM [s] tRF [s] tOVR [s] tSOM [s] tDT [s] tRF [s] tOVR [s]

Training 0.379 21.028 21.408 0.364 0.291 20.675 21.330
Testing 0.007 1.537 1.545 0.007 0.023 1.445 1.475

Fig. 8. RF performance for SUT1 depending on the number of trees.

Fig. 9. Time efficiency of the RF for |L2|= 46.
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higher accuracy of the complex one.
Comparative analysis for all three SUT models was conducted. It

was determined that although there is the visible decrease in accuracy
with increasing tolerances, its influence on the overall performance is
predictable and can be neglected in most cases. Otherwise, the more
sophisticated approach or increasing the testability is required. Results
for the optimal complex configuration are presented in Fig. 10.

7.5. Comparison between the architecture and standalone classifiers

The application of the proposed architecture is justified under two
conditions. The first one is obtaining the greater fault identification
accuracy than any of the available standalone classifiers. There are
multiple methods (such as SVM, RF or Fuzzy Logic), preferred for the
analysis of hardly distinguishable data. They can be outperformed by
the more detailed and specific data oriented approaches. The second
condition is the much simpler knowledge structure stored in the ar-
chitecture compared to the standalone algorithms, while maintaining
similar accuracy. This is due to the fact that the original set L is de-
composed into two smaller ones, which are used to train detailed
classifiers separately. If the set L is decomposed into subsets containing
examples with exclusive fault codes, structure of the DT and RF will be
simpler.

Table 5 compares both versions of the architecture with standalone
classifiers (the maximum accuracy recorded). The latter were DT and
RF trained on the whole data set L, without usage of the SOM to de-
compose it. In most cases the proposed approach performs better than
the standalone methods (the simpler configuration is at the comparable
level as DT or RF). This affirms the need to decompose the original
problem into simpler ones. Performance of the DT is surprisingly good.
It can easily be confronted against the RF with significantly shorter
operating time (see Table 4). Duration of training DT or RF on the set L
is longer than on any variation of L1 or L2, respectively (SOM decom-
poses L into L1 and L2 with ratios between 1:1 and 1:3). However, in-
crease in time of computations is negligible even during the training
(for instance, on the applied configuration it increases from about 20 s
to below 30 s).

The evaluation of knowledge complexity depends on the particular
AI-based method. In the case of the decision trees it can be expressed as
the number of nodes. The knowledge compression caused by introdu-
cing SOM to decompose L depends on the decomposition ratio. For
instance, if L is divided into two subsets of the similar cardinality (with

L1 being smaller than L2 to ensure high accuracy of the architecture –
see Section 7.1), the tree trained on L1 has half of the tree size trained
on L. The same effect was observed for the RF. Therefore the com-
pression depends on the cardinality of the forest.

The proposed architecture is useful provided it will be faster or more
accurate than other, standalone approaches. This depends on the ana-
lyzed object’s complexity (defined as the function relating parameters’
values with measured symptoms). For too simple or too complex SUTs,
the architecture should be exchanged with the single classifier: in the
first case the simple one (like DT), in the second – the sophisticated one
(like RF or SVM). This is because of marginal (or, respectively, pre-
dominant) fraction of AG among all examples in L. In either case, only
one classifier is required to process all examples in the set. If the SUT is
of moderate complexity, it is reasonable to decompose its states into
two groups, processed by separate methods.

8. Conclusions

The paper presents the novel hierarchical diagnostic module, tested
on the electronic circuit with varying tolerances of parameters.
Conducted experiments show effectiveness of the approach, combining
the short operation time with high accuracy, compared to or exceeding
the accuracy of standalone approaches. Influence of parameter toler-
ances on the diagnostic process is limited, but visible. The approach can
be used in situations when the simplest knowledge possible is required.
Also, the complex systems may be the proper target for the approach,
where the hierarchical diagnostic approaches are preferred and often
used.

The applied algorithms were specifically selected to be suited for
their tasks. SOM was used to detect AG based on the data set analysis
and separate easily distinguishable SUT states from the difficult ones.
The DT was applied as the optional simple state identification module.
The RF was used to process all faults that are difficult to identify. All
approaches succeeded in performing their tasks. Although the ANN
stores knowledge in different form than rule-based approaches, co-
operation between them is possible. There is potential for the further
accuracy increase after introducing different classifiers for the pre-
sented stages. For instance, RF can be replaced with SVM, while al-
ternatives for SOM include nearest neighbor, k-means or graph clus-
tering methods. Presented results confirm the usability of this specific
combination of methods, but to verify applicability of other approaches,
additional experiments must be made. Computational effort required to
implement the hierarchical architecture is compared to any of the
standalone classifier and is small enough to make on-line im-
plementations possible. The main problem with presented approach is
the need to perform repeated experiments with various configurations
of algorithm parameters in search for the optimal one. This process is
done off-line and can be automated in the software.

The proposed architecture requires the individual adjustment for
each SUT. This includes the separate optimization of the SOM structure
and RF for the specific data sets. The size and complexity of the SUT
also affects the architecture preparation. The number of categories in-
fluences knowledge form used by classifiers. Generally, the number of
neurons in SOM should be greater by about 25% than the number of
different categories (which significantly differs for various systems).
Similarly, the RF with the number of trees between 9 and 17 performs
optimally. To confirm these values, other SUTs should be tested.

Future investigations should cover, except introducing other algo-
rithms for both introductory and detailed classification stages, testing
the approach on other systems, belonging to different technical do-
mains (such as electrical machines, servomechanisms or distributed
processes). This would lead to proposing the general guidelines of im-
plementing multi-stage architectures, exploiting various classification
methods. Also, methods of eliminating AG by introducing frequency
analysis or increasing the number of symptoms, based on which the
decision is made, should be considered.

Fig. 10. Complex architecture-based overall diagnostic accuracy for circuit models with
changing tolerances of parameters (SUT1 – cheapest and the most difficult to diagnose).

Table 5
Comparison between accuracies of the proposed architecture and standalone classifiers.

Architecture Simple Complex Standalone (DT) Standalone (RF)

SUT1 0.735 0.745 0.735 0.745
SUT2 0.755 0.765 0.745 0.762
SUT3 0.745 0.755 0.735 0.723
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